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Abstract. We consider TCP and real-time connections sharing a 
bettleneck buffer using RED. The latter gives differentiated services to 
the applications according to their choice of service class. The choice of 
a service class of an application depends both on the QoS as weil as on 
the cost. We first study the performance of the system as a function of 
the connections' parameters and choice of service classes. We then study 
the decision problern of how to choose the service classes as a game. 
We finally study how to choose prices so that the resulting equilibrium 
would maximize the network's benefit. 

Keywords: TCP, Buffer Management, RED/ AQM, Nash equilibrium, 
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1 Introduction 

We consider TCP connections as well as CBR (Constant Bit Rate) connections 
sharing a bottleneck link where a RED buffer management is used. We allow for 
service differentiation between the connections through the rejection probability 
which may depend on the connection. More specifically, we consider a buffer 
management scheme that uses a single averaged queue length to determine the 
rejection probabilities; for any given averaged queue size, packets belanging to 
connections with higher priority have smaller probability of being rejected. To 
obtain this differentiation we assume that the loss curve of RED is scaled by 
a factor that represents the priority level of the application. We obtain various 
performance measures of interest such as the throughput, the average queue size 
and the average drop probability. 

We then address the question of the choice of priorities. Given utilities that 
depend on the performance measures and on the cost, the users are faced with 
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a non-cooperative game. We establish conditions for an equilibrium to exist. We 
further provide conditions for convergence to equilibrium from non equilibria 
initial states. We finally study numerically the pricing problern of how the net
work should choose prices so that the resulting equilibrium would maximize its 
benefit. 

We briefiy mention some recent work in that area. Reference (5] has con
sidered a related problern where the traffic generated by each session followed a 
Poisson process, and the servicetime was exponentially distributed. The decision 
variables were the input rates and the goodput was taken as the performance 
measure. The paper restricts to symmetric users and equilibria and pricing was 
not considered. In this framework, with a common RED buffer, it was shown 
that an equilibrium did not exist. An equilibrium was obtained and character
ized for an alternative buffer management. We note that in cantrast to (5], since 
we also include in the utility of CBR traffic a penalty for losses we do obtain an 
equilibrium when using RED. For other related papers, see [1,3,7,9]. Our pricing 
problern formulation is related to Stackelberg equilibrium [4,6]. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 we describe the model 
and compute the performance for connections with given priority choices. Sec. 3 
introduces the competition between connections at given prices, and concludes 
with the pricing problem. In Sec. 4 we study the game in the case of only CBR 
or only TCP connections. In Sec. 5 we provide an algorithm for computing the 
equilibrium for the symmetric case. Numerical examples are given in Sec. 6. We 
conclude the paper in Sec 7. 

2 The Model and Computation of Throughput 

RED is based on the following idea: there are two thresholds qmin and qmax such 
that the drop probability is 0 if the average queue length q is less than qmin, 1 if 
it is above qmax, and p(i)(x- qmin) f (qmax - qmin) if it is X with qmin <X< qmax; 
the latter is the congestion avoidance mode of Operation. See Fig. 1. 

Consider a set N containing N TCP fiows ( or aggregate of fiows) and a set 
I containing I real-time fiows that can be differentiated by RED; they all share 
a common buffer yet RED treats them differently. They all have common qmin 
and qmax but each fiow i may have a different p(i), which is the value of the 
drop probability as the average queue tends to qmax (from the left). In other 
words, the slope ti of the linear part of the curve in Fig. 1 depends on the fiow i: 
ti = p(i)/(qmax - qmin)· Denote t = (ti, i E IUN). We identify ti as t he priority 
dass of a connection. The service rate of the bottleneck router is given by JL. We 
use the well-known relation for TCP rate: 

Ai = _!__ ~, i E N, RiV Pi 
(1) 

where Ri and Pi are TCP fiow i's round trip time and drop probability, respec
tively. o: is typically taken as 3/2 (when the delayed ack option is disabled) or 3/4 
(when it is enabled) . Weshall assume throughout t he paper that the queueing 
delay is negligible with respect to Ri for the TCP connections. 
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t 
~ p(l) 

average queue lengtJ:a 

q rnin qmax 

Fig. 1. Drop probability in RED as function q 

In contrast, the rates Ai, for i E I are not controlled and are assumed to be 
fixed. If N = 0 we assume throughout the paper that I:jE:T Aj > f.L (unless 
otherwise specified), otherwise the RED buffer is not a bottleneck. Similarly, if 
I = 0 we assume that TCP senders are not limited by the receiver window. 
In general, since the bottleneck queue is seen as a fluid queue, we can write 
I:jE:TuN Aj (1 -Pi) = f.L· If we operate in the linear part of the RED curve then 
this leads to the linear equations: 

I: Aj(1- Pi)= f.L, Pi= ti(q- Qmin), Vi E IuN 
jE:TUN 

with ·(N +I+ 1) unknowns: q (average queue length) , and Pi, i E IuN, where 
Ai, i E N is given by (1). Substituting (1) and 

(2) 

we obtain a single equation for q: 

If we write x = ,jq- qmin, then (3) can be written as a cubic equation in x: 

(4) 

The equation has a unique positive solution if there are only TCP or only real
time connections; in either case, it becomes a quadratic equation. 

Proposition 1 (2} Fix the values of ti, j E I U N. The cubic equation (4) has 
a unique real positive solution. Assume that the solution lies in the linear region 
of RED. Then the average queue size is given as, q = qmin + x 2 where x is the 
unique positive solution of (4) and the lass probability for session i is given by 
Pi = ti(q - qmin)· 
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In the case of only CBR traffic operating in the linear region, 

L:jEI)...j- J.l 
q = qmin + "' )... t . 

wjEI J 1 

t L:JEI)...J- J.l 
p, = ,-=~---

L:JEI>..JtJ 

and 

In the case of only TCP connections operating in the linear region, we have 

3 Utility, Pricing, and Equilibrium 

(5) 

(6) 

We denote a strategy vector by t for all fl.ows such that jth entry is t1. By 
(ti, [t)-i), we define a strategy where fl.ow i uses ti and all other fl.ows j ::f:. i use t1 
from vector [t]-i· We associate to fl.ow i a utility Ui. The utility will be a function 
of the QoS parameters and the price payed by fl.ow i, and is determined by the 
actions of all fl.ows. More precisely, Ui(ti, [t]-i) is given by ai>..i(l- p(ti, [t]-i)) 
- bip(ti, [t]-i)- d(ti) where the first term stands for the utility for the goodput, 
the second term stands for the dis-utility for the loss rate and the last term 
corresponds to the price d(ti) to be paid by fl.ow i to the network. 

In particular, we find it natural to assume that a TCP fl.ow i has bi = 0 (as 
lost packets are retransmitted anyhow, and their impact is already taken into 
account in the throughput). Moreover, since >..i for TCP already includes the 
loss term Pi(ti, [t]-i), the utility function ofTCP is assumed tobe Ui(ti, [t]-i) = 
ai>..i(l - p(ti, [t]-i)) - d(ti)· 

We assume that the strategies or actions available to session i are given by 
a compact set of the form: ti E [t~in> t~ax] , i EI U N. 

Each fl.ow of the network strives to find its best strategy so as to maximize 
its own objective function. Nevertheless its objective function depends upon its 
own choice but also upon the choices of the other fl.ows. In this situation, the 
solution concept widely accepted is the concept of Nash equilibrium. 

Definition 1 A Nash equilibrium of the game is a strategy profile t = 
( t 1, t2, .. , t M) where M = I+ N from which no fiow have any incentive to deviate. 
More precisely, the strategy profile t is a Nash equilibrium, if the following holds 
true for any i ti E argmaxt,E [t;,.in't~axl Ui(fi, [t]_ i). ti isthebest fiow i can do if 
the other fiows choose the strategies [t]- i· 
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Note that the network income is given by I: d(ti)· Since the Pi(ti, [t]-i)'s 
iE'IUN 

are functions of ti and [t]-i, d can include pricing per volume of traffi.c success-
fully transmitted. In particular, we allow for d to depend on the uncontrolled 
arrival rates of real-time sessions (but since these are constants, we do not make 
them appear as an argument of the function d). 

We shall sometimes find it more convenient to represent the control action 
of connection i as Ti = 1/ti instead of as ti. Clearly, properties such as existence 
or uniqueness of equilibrium in terms of ti directly imply the corresponding 
properties with respect to Ti. 

Optimal pricing: The goal here is to determine the pricing that maximizes the 
network's benefit; we seek to obtain a function c(t*) = argmaxd 2:::{=1 d(t;), 
where t* is a Nash equilibrium which can be obtained when considering special 
classes of function d. For instance, consider the set of functions d( t) = dj et. 
We then obtain a system of equations that can be solved numerically (to get 
the t* satisfying the Nash equilibrium). Then a numerical optimization over the 
parameter d can be obtained. An assumption of this optimization problern is 
that the network knows the number of flows and the parameters ai, bi and R;_Vi. 
The optimal pricing will be clone numerically in Section 6. 

4 Equilibrium for Only CBR or Only TCP Connections 

We assume throughout that t-:nax :S: 1/(qmax - qmin) for all connections. The 
bound for t-:nax is given so that we have t:nax(qmax- qmin}:::; 1. From (2) we see 
that Pi::::; 1 with equality obtained only for the case ti = lj(qmax - qmin)· 1 

In our analysis, we are interested mainly in the linear region. For only real
time sessions or only TCP connections, we state the assumptions and describe 
the conditions for linear region operations and we show the existence of a Nash 
equilibrium. Proofs are given in [2]. 

Theorem 1 A sufficient condition for the system to operate in linear region is 
that for all i: (a) For only real-time connections: 

i ).. - fL 
).. > f.L and tmin > >..( - . ) 

qmax qmm 

(b} Define >.. = I: Aj and 6.q := qmax - qmin. For only TCP Connections: 
jE'I 

(9) 

(10) 

1 Note that if the assumption does not hold then for some value q' < qmax we would 
already have for some i, p; = 1 so one could redefine qmax to be q'. An important 
feature in our model is that the queue length beyond which pj = 1 should be the 
same for all j. 
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Theorem 2 (2, Appendix 10.2} Assume operation at the linear region of RED. 
Assume that the functions d are convex in T; := 1/t; . Then a Nash equilibrium 
exists. 

Supermodular Games: In Thm 3 (resp. Thm 5) we present alternative conditions 
that provide sufficient conditions forasupermodular structure for real-time con
nections (resp. for only TCP connections). This implies in particular the exis
tence of an equilibrium. Another implication of supermodularity is that a simple, 
so-called tatonnement or Round Robin scheme, for best responses converges to 
the equilibrium. To describe it, we introduce the following asynchronaus dynamic 
greedy algorithm (GA) . 

Greedy Algorithm: Assurne a given initial choice t 0 for all fiows. At some 
strictly increasing times Tk, k = 1, 2, 3, ... , fiows update their actions; the actions 
t~ at time Tk > 0 are obtained as follows. A single fiow i at time Tk+l updates 
its t7+1 so as to optimize U;(., [tk]-i) where [tk]-i is the vector of actions ofthe 
other fiows j =I i. We assume that each fiow updates its actions infinitely often. 
In particular, for the case of only real-time sessions, we update t7+1 as follows: 

(11) 

where Pi in (11) is given by (6). For TCP-only, we update t7+l as follows: 

(12) 

where p; in (12) is given by (8). 

Remark 1 For the case of real-time sessions, we could obtain a closed form 
solution for tJ+l with specific cost function d(t;) such as t which will lead to 

update of t7+1 as follows, 
L: Ajtj I 

8k = #' where 8k is such that au, = 0 and 
' (a;A;+bi)( I; Aj-!J-)(2:: Ajtk)-;>.., yfd ' at, t ;=o7 

jEI j#i 1 

U; corresponds to utility function of real-time session i. Then t7+1 is given by : 

if8f<O, 

ij8f < t:Uin, 8f ;:::: 0, 

if 8f > t~ax> 8f ;:::: 0, 

otherwise. 

The theorems below follow by establishing supermodularity of the games [8,10], 
see [2] for detailed proofs. 

Theorem 3 For the case of only real-time connections we assume that Vj, 
Amin :S Aj :S Amax, and (I - 1)Amintmin ;:::: Amaxtmax , where tmin = min;Er{t:r,in} 
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and tmax = max:iEI{ t:nax}. Then there is smallest equilibrium t and Zargest equi
librium t, and the GA dynamic algorithm converges to 1 (resp. t) provided it 
starts urith t~in for all j (resp. t~in for all j) 

Theorem 4 For the case of only real-time connections, we assume that 
'ij, Amin :S Aj :S Amax, and 2t~in>.;;.lin > t~ax)..~ax. Under supermodular con
dition, the Nash equilibrium exists and is unique. 

Theorem 5 Gase of only TCP connections: assume 'ij, tmin :S t :S tmax and 

(13) 

Then the game is super-modular and an equilibrium exists. 

l~l : : :1 1 -J : : : : :n ,!----~,-...-....:,:-, --7=-,.-~----= .. ~~30 0o ' 10 ,, zo 3 )(I 

d d 

(a) queue size vs. d 

... 

~~ 
o I 10 tS 2D 2i XI 

d 

( c) utility vs. d 

(b) t* vs. d 

![;'?TI 
o s to ts ~ n ~ 

d 

(d) network income vs. d 

--1 : Z . , : I <~ \ ••• ___ I 
0 05 1 1.5 2 :t.a J1 15 ~ 0 I 1! 3 " S t 7 e I 

Irenbon Step, tl '-~llon St.p, lt. 

(e) t0 = tmin (f) t 0 = tmax 

Fig. 2. Symmetrie Real-Time flows: (a) queue size, (b) t* vs. d, (c) utility, (d) network 
income vs. d. (e) , and (f) : Convergence to Nash equilibrium 

5 Symmetrie Users 

In this section, we assume that all flows have the same utility function (for all i, 
ai = a, )..i = 5: and bi = b for real-time sessions and ai = a and Ri = R for TCP 
Connections) and the same intervals for strategies (t:nin = tmin and t:nax = tmax)· 
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(a) queue Size vs. d (b) t* vs.d 
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( c) utility vs. d ( d) network income vs. d 

Fig. 3. Non-symmetrie Real-Time fl.ows: (a) queue size, (b) t* vs. d, (c) utility, and (d) 
network income vs. d 
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(c) TCP: utility vs d ( d) TCP: network income vs. d 

Fig. 4. Symmetrie TCP flows: (a) queue size, (b) t* vs. d, (c) utility, (d) network 
income vs. d, e) and f) convergence to Nash equilibrium 

Algorithm for Symmetrie N ash Equilibrium: 
For symmetric Nash equilibrium, we are interested in finding a symmetric 

equilibrium strategy t* = (t*, t*, .. , t*) suchthat for any flow i and any strategy 
ti forthat flow (real-time session or TCP connection), 

U(t *) 2: U(ti, [t*]-i)· (14) 
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Fig. 5. Non-Symmetrie TCP: (a) queue size, (b} t* vs d; (c) utility, (d) network pricing 
vs. d, (e) Avg. Loss prob, and (f) throughputs vs. d 

(a) queue Size vs. d (b) t* vs. d 

•r-. a:.a.~a----Ta~a-~ ]lE::j 
d 

(c) utility vs. d (d) network income vs. d 

Fig. 6. Real-time and TCP: (a) utility and network income vs. d, b) t* vs. d, c) utility 
vs. d, and d) network income vs. d 

Next we show how to obtain an equilibrium strategy. Due to symmetry, to see 
whether t* is an equilibrium it suffi.ces to check (14) for a single flow. We shall 
thus assume that there are L + 1 flows all together, and that the first L flows uses 
the strategy t 0 = ( t 0 , ••• , t 0 ) and flow L + 1 use t L+ 1· Define the set QL+ 1 ( t 0 ) = 
argmaxtL+ 1 E[tmin.tmax] ( U(tL+ b [t0 ]- (L+l))), where t 0 denotes (with some abuse 
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(a) Average loss prob vs d 
(b) Average loss prob vs d 

Fig. 7. (a) Real-time and TCP, (b) Non-Symmetrie Real-Time flows 

of notation) the strategy where all fiows use t0 , and where the maximization is 
taken with respect to tL+l· Then t* is a symmetric equilibrium ift* E QL+I(t*). 

Theorem 6 (2} Consider real-time Connections operating in linear region. The 

symmetric equilibrium t* satisfies: T* 8~V:) I = a(lf)~ where T* = 1/t* and 
T=T· 

d(T) = d(~). 

6 N umerical Examples 

In the following simulations, we obtain a unique Nash equilibrium for only 
real-time sessions or only TCP Connections without satisfying the conditions 
in Thm 4. Moreover, the GA algorithm converges without satisfying the con
ditions of supermodularity. All the conditions of supermodular games (Thm 3 
and Thm 5) and uniqueness of Nash equilibrium (Thm 2 and Thm 3) are only 
sufficient but not necessary as shown in the numerical results. 

The pricing function that we use for player i throughout this section is 
djexp(ti)· We shall investigate how the choice of the constant d will affect the 
revenue of the network. 2 

Symmetrie Real-Time fiows: In the following numerical evaluations, we show 
the Variation of different metrics as function of d. Fig. 2 corresponds to a unique 
symmetric equilibrium in which all the real-time fiows have Ai = 2Mbps with 
tmin = 0.01,tmax = 100,1" = 20, qmin = 10, qmax = 40,11 = 30Mbps. Hereweset 
the values of parameters to ensure that the system operates in linear region such 
as tmin > 1q (1 - 2!' >.i) = 0.0083. The bound on tmax is needed only to limit 

jE I 

the value of loss probability to 1. The value of d which maximizes the network 
revenue occurs at d = 25. 75. All the fiows attain a loss rate of 0.25. Note that for 

2 We note that it is desirable to have a "nontrivial" parameterized pricing function 
that Ieads to an optimal revenue for some parameter. We also tested other pricing 
ftmctions that did turned out to be "trivial" in the sense that the benefit was always 
monotone in the parameter; an example of such a function is exp( - ßt;) and the 
network optimizes with respect to ß. 
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real-time fl.ows symmetric case, Pt = ( :Z:: Aj- p,)j :Z:: Aj at the Nash equilibrium 
jEI jEI 

is a constant. The average queue size, given by qmin +Pt ftt, is shown in Fig. 2. 
We observe the value oft* at which maximum network income is achieved is 
close to tmin while the system operates in the linear region of RED throughout. 

We plot in Fig. 2 ( e,f) sample paths of a connection that uses the Algorithm 
for symmetric users (Sec. 5) (the evolution for all connections is the same). The 
figure shows convergence to the same Nash equilibrium when t0 started from 
tmin or tmax· We plot it for d = 41.525. In Figure 2(e), the value oft* is 3.6163, 
and in Figure 2(f), it is 3.6162. 

Non-symmetrie real-time fiows: In the next experiment (asymmetric) rates Ai 
are drawn uniformly from [1 , 10] Mbps with tmin = 1, tmax = 100, qmax = 
40, qmin = 10,I = 20, p, = 30Mbps. Figures 3 (a-d) show how different met
rics vary with d at unique Nash equilibrium. To ensure that the flows operate in 
linear region, we need tmin > .Jq 2: .Jq (1-~ ). We observe that d = 27.27 

maximizes the network revenue. Figure 3(b) shows that values of t* for fl.ows 
having higher rates increase slower than that of flows having lower rates, i.e., 
higher rate flows experience lower loss rates. Figure 3( c) shows that flows having 
different rates gain similarly in their utility functions. We plot the average loss 
rate in Figure 7(b). We confirm in these experiments about uniqueness of Nash 
equilibrium, although the sample path of different connections will depend on 
the connection rates. 

Symmetrie TCP Connections: For symmetric TCP connections we have con
sidered Ri = R = 20ms for all Connections with tmin = 0.1, tmax = 100, p, = 
30Mbps, N = 20. Figures 4(a-f) show the corresponding figures. The maximum 
value of network revenue is found at d = 0.4040. In this symmetric case, the loss 
probability is given by 

To ensure that the symmetric TCP fl.ows operate in the linear region, we 
2 

(
- 1-'+ V~-'2+4( L: "lf:Y) 

satisfy the condition on tmin > 4~ EE~ 1 = 4.6271 x 10- 5 . 

j E N 1 

We plot sample paths of a connection which show convergence to N ash equi
librium when t0 started from tmin or tmax· We plot it for d = 3.821. In Figure 4( e), 
the value oft* is 3.4480, andin Figure 4(f), it is 3.4481. 

Non-symmetrie TCP connections: We present a non-symmetric case in Fig
ures 5(a-f) in which Ris are drawn uniformly from [1, 20]ms with tmin = 
1, tmax = 100, p, = 30Mbps, N = 20. The value of d at which network rev-
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enue is h(ighest is 0.9321. We)e~sure the operation in the linear region by setting 
-J.t+jl-'2+4( L: Jt-)2 

jEN 1 

tmin > 4~ L: i-, = 0.5476. 
jEN 1 

Real-time Connections and TCP fiows: In this experiment, we combine both real
time and TCP connections. We have I = 15, N = 15, J1 = 13Mbps, RTT=lOms, 
t real - 5 treal - 11 tTCP - 5 tTCP - 11 ' - 1Mb 10 40 min - ' max - ' min - ' max - ' /\ - ps, qmin = ' qmax = · 
The highest network revenue is achieved at d = 40.40, treal = 7.69, tTCP = 5. In 
the simulations, we observe the values of q < qmax and since there is atleast one 
TCP fl.ow i with throughput, Ai > 0 , it implies that the fl.ow has loss probability, 
Pi > 0 and average queue length, q > qmin. We conclude that system operates 
in linear region. Our objective in this set of experiments is to show that there 
exists a Nash equilibrium for both real-time and TCP connections. 

7 Conclusions 

We have studied a fluid model of RED buffer management with different drop 
probabilities applied to both UDP and TCP traffic. We first computed the per
formance for fixed drop policies. We then investigated how the drop policies are 
determined using game theory and obtained and characterized the equilibrium. 
The equilibrium depends on the pricing strategy of the network provider. We 
finally addressed the problern of optimizing the revenue of the network provider. 
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